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RESOURCES SECTOR — SPECIAL LEASE RENTAL FEE 

47. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Treasurer: 
I refer to Dale Alcock’s comments on radio 6PR this morning about the government’s decision to slash the first 
home owner grant. Why is the government punishing the housing and construction industry and young 
Western Australians while a 50-year-old 25c rental fee paid by BHP and Rio Tinto remains untouched? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I thank the Leader of the National Party for the question. It is right: I announced yesterday—the member would 
have heard me announce in my brief ministerial statement—that the government will be ceasing the $5 000 first 
home owner boost. Of course, the $10 000 grant and the various exemptions from stamp duty for first home buyers 
will remain. I note the comments from Dale Alcock this morning. Indeed, I have some of them here with me, and 
I think that Mr Alcock made some very useful, mature comments. I quote Mr Alcock from 6PR — 

I look at it in balance and I think the McGowan government has inherited a fairly bad set of books and 
they do need to make adjustments. 
So I think every sector of the economy probably has to pull its weight. 

His media statement he put out yesterday attributes the following quotes to him — 
“While unfortunate, the McGowan government’s need to make cuts is understandable and the industry 
must contribute, as all sectors must,” … 
“First home buyers thinking of whether they should build should seize this opportunity now and take 
immediate advantage of the grant boost before it ends next month.” 

That is what Mr Alcock said. I understand from The West Australian today that the Real Estate Institute of 
Western Australia has made some comments, and I have seen some comments from the Housing Industry 
Association that it is not terribly happy with the decision. I accept and understand that. It is not a decision that 
I was delighting in making, I must admit. Finding cuts and savings is not fun, I will give the member that tip, but 
I do not get the right to assume that everything is going to be hunky-dory. I do not get the right to assume that iron 
ore prices are here to stay at record highs forever. We are going through a process, and I am having a look at some 
of those spends that could perhaps be better targeted, and perhaps are not delivering the sort of outcomes we should 
get for the millions of dollars we are spending. I made the point yesterday that of the 4 500 first home buyer grants 
expected to be made in the first six months of this year, which is the time frame now of the adjusted boost payment, 
about 200 homes are effectively new constructions. I think that instead of spending $120 000 per home, we could 
find better ways to spend that money. 
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